Abstract
Introduction
Widely disparate applications are very often required to share and exchange data from relational data sources. Typically, this is accomplished by passing messages over a shared environment (e.g. computer network, file system, computing memory, etc.) in a well-defined, machine-processable format. In such a case, the data schema is mapped to the message format such that the elements of the message format reflect the relations and their attributes in the data schema. If the data schema is a subject to change, the message format needs to be redefined. As a consequence, all the interacting applications need to be reimplemented. This represents a serious issue for evolving data schemas.
This specification defines a new communication protocol, RSP, for universal relational data exchange. This protocol enables the interacting applications to describe arbitrary relational schema (including the contained data) using a fixed hierarchy of data types. This way, the format of the messages does not need to be redefined when the data schema evolves.
Requirements Language
The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119] .
Protocol Overview
The RSP protocol defines three REQUIRED request-response operations (remote procedures) listed below:
 ReadTableHeaders -for data schema exploration  ReadTable -for data and metadata retrieval  Submit -for data manipulation (insertion, alteration, deletion)
The operation behaviors are specified in section 3. The message format of operation requests and responses is defined using the hierarchy of abstract data types in section 2. These abstract data types MAY be serialized in arbitrary serialization format (e.g. XML, JSON, etc.).
Data Types
This section specifies the data types used in the protocol.
Shared Data Types
This section specifies the data types shared by multiple operations. Table 2 . Table 3 . Table 5 . Table 6 . Table 8 . 
TableHeader

ArrayOfReference
Data type ArrayOfReference represents 1-dimensional list of references. Attributes of this data type are specified in Table 9 . Table 8 Zero or more (OPTIONAL) Name Definition Data type Multiplicity Actions List of granted permissions (actions) for the specified user and table: 1 ~ SELECT, 2 ~ INSERT, 3 ~ UPDATE, 4 ~ DELETE ArrayOfint, see Table 3 One (REQUIRED) Fields List of fields (columns) ArrayofField, see Table 5 One (REQUIRED)
Header Table header TableHeader, see Table 1 One (REQUIRED) Items List of data items (rows) ArrayOfArrayOfstring, One (REQUIRED) 
Message Format Data Types
This section specifies the data types for operation requests and responses.
ReadTableHeadersRequest
Data type ReadTableHeadersRequest defines the ReadTableHeaders operation request message format. Attributes of this data type are specified in Table 11 . Table 12 . Table 13 .
see Table 7 References List of references (e.g. list of tables referencing specified table)
ArrayOfReference, see Table 9 One (REQUIRED) Table 14 . Table 15 . Table 16 . Table  Data and metadata from the specified data table   Table, see  Table 10 One (REQUIRED) Table 5 One (REQUIRED) Data Data item (table row) to submit. The order of the data values within the item must match the order of appropriate fields in Fields attribute.
ArrayOfstring, see Table 6 One (REQUIRED) 
